ProObserve – Streamlining lesson observations for your institution

ProObserve lets you streamline how lesson observations are recorded and analysed to meet the needs of both your institution and Ofsted.

Manage your entire lesson observation process with our specialist solution. Providing assistance in the tracking and improvement of teaching and learning quality. Our solution enables you to produce reports on any area of the system and compare teaching and learning quality against ProAchieve Achievement, Retention and Pass rate analysis.

**Record observation results**
ProObserve guides you through the entire observation journey from start to finish, recording the date, time and length of the observation as well as type, grade and status.

The straightforward system allows you to document details such as:
- Students expected vs. attended
- Observers and moderators attended
- Lesson type and activity

You can also view observation comments and access feedback from students, moderators and from the staff member who has been observed.

**Recording action plans post-observation**
Creating action plans is simple with ProObserve. After observations, you can automate and record action plans for every observer, improving the time in which your staff address their action plans.

Action plan lists can be personalised so that relevant data can be quickly accessed. You can even tailor action plans to suit your staff’s needs – add different items, timescales and goals for a specific action plan or add re-observations from action plans.

**Compare course observation grades with ProAchieve Achievement, Retention and Pass rates**
When you combine ProObserve with ProAchieve, you can analyse observation details alongside student/course performance. Use the two systems as a tool to drill down into factors such as observation areas, course retention/achievement rates and teaching quality.
**ProObserve**

**Faster staff development and increased performance**

ProObserve acts as an alternative to time-consuming spreadsheets. It offers a streamlined approach to scheduling, recording and analysing data. Results are delivered within a few days, allowing you to better support your staff in their development.

**Options:**
- Annual support and upgrades
- Training and consultancy

**Recommended client requirements:**
- Windows 7 or above
- Core i3 or equivalent
- 4GB memory
- 200MB hard drive space

**Recommended server requirements:**
- Windows 2012
- Quad Xeon Processor or equivalent
- 8GB RAM
- 120GB hard drive space
- MS SQL Server 2012
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